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Data is the key to measuring educational effectiveness promptly. But data and education are trapped and siloed across centralized
systems, causing information discrepancies and inaccuracies. *is has caused countless delayed opportunities, academic cre-
dential disagreements, and never-ending confusion around learning potency. *is lack of transparency, despite having its fair
share of usefulness, has also been quite burdensome. To alleviate this issue, our team has developed a blockchain protocol that
verifies professional certifications that have been earned both locally and through another well-established online educational
portal. *is system allows accuracy, reliability, and immutability that has never been implemented. *is foundation of clear,
verified data will then be used further to power blockchain-based applications.*e result is that our attempt at a versatile, holistic,
and decentralized view of educational performance ensures the best e-learning outcome for students and teachers alike.

1. Introduction

At its core, a blockchain is a ledger that permanently stores
information about all transactions on the network that
cannot be modified or tampered with. What was once a
niche technology that was created by a group of dedicated
developers under the alias of “Satoshi Nakamoto” back in
2008–09 for the storage of transaction information made
using bitcoin is now used in many industries such as
banking, healthcare, insurance, and law. After its initial
success, blockchain has evolved to be the foundation of any
and every decentralized application that is out there. *is,
along with the execution of smart contracts, has brought its
use to new, unprecedented heights [1, 2].

A smart contract is a program whose responsibility is to
conduct asset transfer between two parties while satisfying
a condition. *e life cycle of a general smart contract
consists of first recording the terms of a contract between
the parties on a distributed ledger. *en, they relate to
internal or external systems and databases. *e contract
waits for external factors to evaluate predefined conditions.
And, finally, the contract self-executes upon fulfilment of

conditions via triggers. *e easy deployment of smart
contracts in public blockchains, also known as public smart
contracts, has attracted a wide variety of commercial ap-
plications [3, 4]. Our paper aims to provide the most ef-
ficient way to use DLT (distributed ledger technology) like
blockchain and smart contracts in the field of online
education.

We developed a decentralized Solidity smart contract
for transferring credits to students through a blockchain
wallet. *e credits are converted into tokens and are
transferred. *e security is provided using public key
encryption and hashing techniques. *e university and
students registered on the blockchain are provided with a
private key. When a student completes a registered course,
the credit is converted into a token and saved in the
blockchain wallet. To ensure the security of the proposed
system, the impact of various attacks on the system has
been analyzed and the system was found to be resistant to
those attacks. *e scalability of the system is tested by load
testing by increasing the number of universities registering
on the blockchain platform and analyzing the maximum
response time and minimum response time [5, 6].
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*e Ethereum smart contract is programmed in Solidity.
A proposed ecosystem for higher educational organizations
for token-based credit transfer using blockchain is presented
here. *e credit value in the form of tokens is stored in each
student’s individual wallet, and, after completion of each
course, tokens get accumulated in the wallet. Faculties
transfer the credits to students’ wallets after completion of
each course based on the student’s address identifier, which
is a blockchain with multiple signatures consisting of public
and private keys.

*e rest of the paper is divided into five sections. Section
2 discusses existing work in the field of blockchain in ed-
ucation, such as credit transfer in the form of tokens, cer-
tificate validation, and certificate forgery prevention. Section
3 deals with the architecture of the blockchain platform for
credit transfer using the Ethereum blockchain. *e algo-
rithms of credit transfer are mentioned in Section 4. *e
comparison of the proposed system with existing credit
transfer methods and analysis of security and scalability are
done in Section 5.

2. Literature Review

An effective, secure, and lightweight blockchain [1] to ensure
the security of the Internet of *ings (IOT) is presented. *e
model operates on three levels: consensus, cryptographic
methods with certificates, and distributed throughput
management schemes. *e main goal is to reduce compu-
tational overhead and the number of blocks created using
the consensus algorithm.

*e credit platform for higher education institutions in
Europe [2] is designed using the blockchain platform and it
is modelled on a peer-to-peer distributed network system.
*e credit platform transfers credits for completion of
courses in the form of tokens, and it is a ubiquitous system
designed to be aligned with the physical world. *is credit
platform is beneficial for students and higher education
institutions in terms of transparency in view of completed
courses and updated information on credit earned. Figure 1
shows Vietnamese blockchain certificate issue system.

*e development of a model in Vietnam [3] has suc-
cessfully solved major issues in online educational systems
like fake certificates and degrees.*is model is developed for
preventing certificate forgery. As far as blockchain is con-
sidered, this technology is widely used for its efficiency in
keeping the data in decentralized form. Even though, when it
comes to storing and analyzing any sort of data, the cen-
tralized system is always preferred, there is less control over
stored data in the centralized form of the authority. To
overcome this issue and to make it less complex, the model
allows the user to have the data in itself and can grant
permission to the users who wish to see it, as shown in
Figure 1. By using blockchain, the authentication of cer-
tificates becomes easy as it deals with the blockchain address
of the recipient, the public key of the issuer, and, obviously,
the general information about the certificate, like when it
was issued, and so on.

*e blockchain-based system for diploma certificate
issue and verification for the University of Zurich [4] is
designed as a complete solution, as shown in Figure 2.
Certificate forgery and fake certification are increasing, and
there is fraud in academic grades as well. Diploma certifi-
cates are issued in digital form and the drawbacks of paper
certificates and security issues are solved using crypto-
graphic protocols.

To verify a student’s certificate and other academic
details [5], the verifier’s registration on the blockchain
platform is required. *e next process is sending the address
block to the university. *e university then creates an ad-
dress that contains two types of signature, one using the
public key of the university and the other using the verifier’s
private key. *e blockchain platform can be added to the
existing education model with minor modification and less
complexity, and with better transparency.

A blockchain-based educational framework [6] is pro-
posed to prevent academic certificate forgery and digital
transfer of credits among students, universities, and other
stakeholders. Students get tokens when credits are granted
for completing courses in university, and credits form the
transaction for mining the block, which is added to the
existing blockchain. *is method of token transfer provides
better security and transparency, and data can be stored in a
digitally verifiable format which cannot be modified.

*e outcome of learning [7] results from recognizing
learners and transferring credits upon course completion.
When credits for graduation are completed, rewards in the
form of diplomas and tokens are given to learners.*emajor
issues are in implementation, adopting changes from cen-
tralization to a decentralized blockchain platform, and
measurement of learning outcomes. *e students should be
satisfying the requirements of learning before graduating.

Communications between learners and educational in-
stitutions are stored and there exists a public layer [8], where
the data integrity of the information in private layers is
verified and the authentication of the private layer is verified.
*e educational institutions are higher education institutes
or teachers who participate in the network. Authenticated
data stored in private blocks is backed up in the public layer
for use in verifying and validating transactions and
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Figure 1: Vietnamese blockchain certificate issue system.
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interactions between learners and educational institutions in
the future.

*ere are three stages in the advancement of blockchain
applications [9], namely, cryptocurrencies, smart contracts,
and applications of blockchain in healthcare, government
projects, and education. Blockchain technology frameworks
are created for mapping learning outcomes in education.
*e various applications of blockchain are certificate vali-
dation and management and students’ identity verification,
as well as providing a database of students’ certificates and
other students’ information needed for continuing their
education.

*e main features of the framework are the distributed
consensus protocol and wallet of the blockchain, along with
the protocol of multiple signatures, which is a cryptographic
protocol that verifies and validates the digital data in relation
to suitable consensus or agreement [10]. *e validity of
digital data is validated by multiple signatures on the doc-
ument. *e concept of zero knowledge proof is shown in
Figure 3 and is used for security. *e usage of these sig-
natures prevents harmful transfer of credits among students.
Whenever a new educational institution is added, a node is
generated, and a wallet is created on the blockchain. *e
blockchain address is composed of both public and private
keys for signing and validating academic documents.

*e blockchain framework for the transfer of credits
after completion of a course [11] from one academic in-
stitution to another is a potential area in the market.*is will
create similarity in the academic and certificate validation
system, irrespective of location and language differences.*e
framework for reducing the complexity of the educational
system will be integrated with the existing system and it
should be transparent.

*e students and educators who take part in online
education [12] are responsible for designing and allowing
the schemes for storing learning information. Distributed
storage of information using blockchain technology pro-
vides authentication, privacy of data, and availability of

information.*ere is a chance of attack on these educational
records. *e blockchain architecture should provide
methods to solve the security issues.

*e software application enables students and academic
institutions to verify the identities of participants and also
guarantees integrity and validity [13]. Information privacy is
ensured using the ECC encryption system. *e blockchain
platform prevents the possibility of certificate forgery. Or-
ganizations create an appropriate system for certificate
validation and do proper authentication of the information.

An open platform for official educational records [14]
can be of benefit by issuing official certificates for proof of
completion of a course and providing higher degree security.
Digitally stamped certificates are provided by blockchain,
which gives integrity to the document.*is method of credit
transfer makes the platform more secure and scalable. *e
distributed consensus mechanism called “proof of work”
provides a blockchain framework suitable for storing edu-
cational records.

“Blockchain also provides storage for these academic
credentials as transactions” [15]. Universities verify all these
academic credentials and secure them using cryptographical
mechanisms, such as multiple signatures and encryption.

Due to the absence of proper antiforgery methods for
certificate generation, digital certificates generated by the
blockchain framework are proposed [16]. *is ensures data
security and reduces the chances of forgery.*is certification
system is more transparent and its information is accurate.

*e blockchain will store a student’s achievements after
completing a course, such as grades, credits, and weightage
[17, 18]. *e diploma is awarded to students who success-
fully complete the course. *is process provides better se-
curity and transparency for storing and retrieving learning
outcomes.

3. System Model

One of the most integral parts of the system is data storage. It
is important to know how to store and access the data, as
shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2: Diploma certificate issue and verification for the Uni-
versity of Zurich.
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Figure 3: Zero knowledge proof for security.
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Initially, all the important information that comprises
the database is stored in a .csv file. *is .csv file will contain
metadata that includes key information such as student
name, registration number, fee payment information, gen-
der, section, registered course(s), password, blockchain
address, public key, and private key. *e student will gain
access into the student database by providing their user ID,
password, and public key that is unique to everyone. Once
they are in, it will interface with the Solidity code base and a
third party will verify the links of each student with the
teacher database. *is includes the grades and credits
completed and can be modified by individual professors for
their respective subjects. *ese are then converted into
appropriate tokens by Solidity which is then updated on the
student database, as shown in Figure 4.

We developed a decentralized Solidity smart contract for
transferring credits to students through a blockchain wallet.
*e credits are converted into tokens and are transferred.
*e security is provided using public key encryption and
hashing techniques. *e university and students registered
on the blockchain are provided with a private key. When a
student completes a registered course, the credit is converted
into a token and saved in the blockchain wallet. To ensure
the security of the proposed system, the impact of various
attacks on the system has been analyzed and the system was
found to be resistant to those attacks. *e scalability of the
system is tested by load testing by increasing the number of
universities registering on the blockchain platform and
analyzing the maximum response time and minimum re-
sponse time.

4. Implementation

*e Ethereum smart contract is programmed in Solidity. A
proposed ecosystem for higher educational organizations for
token-based credit transfer using blockchain is presented
here. *e credit value in the form of tokens is stored in each
student’s individual wallet, and, after completion of each
course, tokens get accumulated in the wallet. Faculties
transfer the credits to students’ wallets after completion of
each course based on the student’s address identifier, which
is a blockchain with multiple signatures consisting of public
and private keys.

Firstly, the total number of tokens in existence is de-
cided. *en the token balance from the specific block ad-
dress is obtained. *ere is a function to check the number of

tokens the owner allows to spend, which contains the ad-
dress for the user who owns the funds and the user who will
spend the funds. *e address specified for transferring the
token also consists of the address of where it should be
transferred and the amount to be transferred. Another
function is created, which contains the block address and
measures the spent tokens and the value of the number of
tokens.

4.1. Blockchain Wallet Based on Multiple Signature Protocol.
*e multiple signature protocol is a cryptographic protocol
with multiple parties jointly signing documents with
timestamps and public and private keys. It is used for val-
idating shared documents as shown in Figure 5.

4.2. Universities Registering to Blockchain. A node is ran-
domly chosen as the commutator node. *e commutator
node shares a link with the new university to join the
blockchain. *e new university node generates a blockchain
wallet and a blockchain address, along with the public and
private keys. After generating the blockchain address, the
new node will connect to another university node already
available in the network. A token is generated from the
existing node and sent to the new node blockchain address.
*is communication between the nodes generates a hash
value and appends it to the newly created block as a block
address. To inform other nodes in the network, the address is
replicated and sent to all the nodes in the network.

4.3. Student Registration under a University within a
Blockchain. *e student details are verified by the university
to generate a student ID. While issuing a student ID, a
student data block is generated. *e block is then added to
the chain as per the distributed consensus protocol. A public
key and a private key are issued to verify the student’s
credentials.*e university uses a multiple signature protocol
to generate a blockchain wallet address for the student. *e
public key of the university and student is used to generate a
wallet for the student. *e student ID and wallet ID are
rehashed to form a node in the network and are informed of
all the other nodes in the network. After this process, token
transactions can be done between the student and the
university. Figure 6 shows the system model.

Student database Solidity code Blockchain
Platform Teacher database

grade database
Solidity code for

token

Give grades for
token

Sending
tookens

Update database

Figure 4: Education ERP model.
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4.4. Contract Secure Math. Overflows in the arithmetic
operations in Solidity are wrapped below. *is will lead to
bugs, since programmers have the assumption that over-
flows lead to errors in standard programming languages.
Secure math reverts the transactions when arithmetic
overflow occurs and restores the assumption of the pro-
grammer. Using the library, all bugs are eliminated, in
contrast to operations which are not checked and are rec-
ommended (Algorithm 1).

4.5. Contract Receipt Approval and Callback. *e contract
receipt approval and callback enables the user to execute
contract functions that receive approval and execute func-
tions in just one call (Algorithms 2–5).

4.6. Contract ERC 20 Token. *e Ethereum token standard
(ERC-20) defines the rules for implementing tokens on
Ethereum. *is gives developers the capability to program
how tokens will work in the ecosystem. *e token standard
explains the operation and actions the token contract should
implement.

4.7. Contract Owned. To modify the nature or behavior of a
function, we use modifiers. *e condition of the modifier
should be satisfied while the function is executed, or else an
exception will be thrown.

4.8. Contract ERC Token Addition. *is contract contains
symbols, labels, and decimals, which are additional features

of the ERC-20 Token. *ere are appropriate functions to
manage the balance of tokens.

4.9. ETH Rollback Functions. *ey assist the user in
reclaiming any currency that was deployed by him inad-
vertently or through some other error.

5. Results and Discussion

*e results obtained are discussed in terms of security and
scalability of the system. In the security analysis part, the
proposed system is analyzed for different types of attacks in
the network. In the second part, the scalability of the system
is analyzed.

5.1. Security Analysis. *e common attacks are considered,
and their impact is analyzed.

5.1.1. Replay Attack. It is a common cyberattack in peer-to-
peer networks. In this attack, the attacker disguises its
identification by seizing the messages from a particular peer
and replaying them. In blockchain technology, every node
acts as both a client and a server. Assume that there is a
normal user, an attacker, and a server in the blockchain
network. Signed and encrypted messages are sent between
normal users and the server, and vice versa. *e attacker
impersonates a normal user or server, as shown in Figure 7.
Ettercap 0.8.3.1 is used to simulate a replay attack and, after
analysis and verification, it is proved that the ecosystem can
resist the replay attack.

Student

block creation

Smart Contract

block chain Network
Home university

Other universities

Other universities Other universities

Other universities

Figure 5: Blockchain wallet.
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5.1.2. Sybil Attack. In peer-to-peer networks, similar data
must be supported with many nodes in a clustered fashion. If
any attack is present in the cluster, then the attacker can
establish different identities with the help of virtualization.
*us, attackers can impersonate different identities and take
control of the network, as shown in Figure 8.

*e proposed system defends against the Sybil attack
with two-factor authentication. *e forged identities of Sybil
nodes cannot join the network since they fail to authenticate
themselves. So, no advantage can be taken by Sybil nodes
with the help of multiple identities. To verify our analysis, a
virtual box is used to include a blockchain using forged

identities. Analysis confirms that the proposed ecosystem
can resist Sybil attack.

5.1.3. Collusion Tamper Attack. Successfully committed
transactions with the blockchain will be shared and kept in a
single node. When the network size is small, the majority of
nodes collude to tamper with the stored transaction data at
the beginning stage of the blockchain network.*e proposed
scheme updates the data periodically to the public Ethereum.
As the number of nodes increases, the chain of data pro-
tection implemented in the scheme shows that the

University

Registration number/
Account number

Updating
Information

Credit Transfer

Student

Wallet ID

Blockchain

Update
number

of Tokens

Token
Deployment

Sending new Token to
Student Wallet 

Figure 6: System model.
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probability of the collusion tamper attack decreases as the
number of nodes in the chain increases.

5.2. Scalability Analysis

5.2.1. Scalability Load Test Analysis. *e hash of student
information is added to the blockchain through the pro-
posed scheme. *e processes of block generation and data
submission are done in an asynchronous mode. *e eval-
uation parameters analyzed are minimum, average, and
maximum response time.

*e load test was conducted on an open-source software
platform, Apache JMeter 5.2. A simulation of 100–800
virtual institutions with the same number of events but
varying sets of storage requirements was conducted to an-
alyze the scalability of the system. Figure 9 denotes the
performance of the systemwith the response time for storage
requests on the y-axis and the varying number of virtual
institutions on the x-axis. *e results show that the scal-
ability measured in terms of response time is greater as the
number of virtual institutions is increased. *e results show
that the maximum response time is less than 10ms. *is

Contract SecureMath
Function secAdd
Pass In: unsigned integer A and unsigned integer B
Add A and B and pass value to C
Require C to be greater than or equal to A
Pass Out: unsigned integer C

Endfunction
Function secSub
Pass In: unsigned integer A and unsigned integer B
Subtract B and A and pass value to C
Require B to be lesser than or equal to A
Pass Out: unsigned integer C

Endfunction
Function secMul
Pass In: unsigned integer A and unsigned integer B
Multiply A and B and pass value to C
Require A to be equal to or C/A equal to B
Pass Out: unsigned integer C Endfunction
Function secDiv
Pass In: unsigned integer A and unsigned integer B
Divide A and B and pass value to C
Require B to be greater than 0
Pass Out: unsigned integer C
Endfunction

ALGORITHM 1: Secure math.

Contract receiveApproveAndCallBack
Call: getApproval

ALGORITHM 2: Contract to get and run function in single call.

Contract ERC20inf
Call: totalSupply
Call: balanceOf
Call: allowance
Call: transfer
Call: approve
Call: transferFrom
Declare Event Transfer
Declare Event Approval

ALGORITHM 3: ERC token standard 20 interface.
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Contract MujToken is ERC20Interface, Owned, SecureMath
Declare String Public symbol
Declare String Public name
Declare uint8 public decimals
Declare uint totalSupply

Declare mapping(blockAddress�> uint)balances
Declare mapping(blockAddress�>mapping(blockaddress�> uint)) allowed
Function Token Public
Assign symbol� “Muj”
Assign name� “MujToken”
Assign decimals� 0
Assign totalSupply� 100

Assign balances
[0x219b9F6848Cc61E09A6B4a6c96E0E7a04BdbBf52]� totalSupply;
Call: Transfer(blockaddress(0),
0x219b9F6848Cc61E09A6B4a6c96E0E7a04BdbBf52, totalSupply)
Endfunction
Function totalSupply
Return totalSupply-balances[blockaddress(0)]

Endfunction
Function balanceOf
Pass in: blockAddress tokenOwner
Assign balance[msg.sender]� safeSubtract(balance[msg.sender], tokens)
Assign balance[to]� safeAddition(balance[to], tokens)
Call: Transfers(msg.sender, to, tokens)
true
Endfunction
Function approved
Pass in: blockAddress spend and Uint tokens
Assign allow[msg.sender][spender]� tokens
Call: Approvals(msg.sender, spender, tokens)
true
Endfunction
Function transferFroms
Pass in: blockAddress from, blockAddress to, uint tokens
Assign balance[from]� safeSubstract(balance[from], tokens)
Assign allow[from][msg.sender]� safeSubstract(allow[from][msg.sender], tokens);
balance[to]� safeAddition(balance[to], tokens)
Call: Transfers(from, to, tokens)
Return true
Endfunction
Function allowances
Pass in: blockAddress tokenOwner, blockAddress spender
Return allow[tokenOwner][spender];
Endfunction
Function approveAndCall
Pass in: blockAddress tokenOwner, Uint tokens, Bytes data
Assign allow[msg.sender][spender]� tokens Call:Approvals(msg.sender, spender, tokens)
Call:receiveApproveAndCallBack (spender).getApproval
(msg.sender, tokens, this, data);
Return true Endfunction

ALGORITHM 4: ERC token with additional data and assisted token transfers.
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shows that the system could be used for real-time appli-
cations using blockchain.

5.2.2. Request Scalability Test Analysis. *e request for token
generation is sent asynchronously. Up to 100 requests are
sent from the Dapp to Ethereum. *e average time taken to
provide the tokens is calculated. It has been found that the
Rinkeby Test network can process 20 transactions per

second. Figure 10 compares the number of requests with
time to the time taken to process the request by varying the
requests.

5.2.3. Comparison to Existing Schemes. *e proposed
scheme is compared with existing works in terms of scal-
ability and security analysis. Table 1 compares the scalability
in terms of load test analysis and response time.

Contract receiveApproveAndCallBack
Declare blockAddress Public owner
Declare blockAddress Public newOwner Event OwnershipTransferred
Function Ownedtoken() Public
Assign ownertoken�msg.sender Endfunction
Modifier onlyOwnertoken
msg.sender to be equal to ownertoken
Function transferOwnership
Pass In: blockaddress newOwner
Assign newOwner� newOwner

Endfunction
Function acceptOwnership
Require msg.sender to be equal to newOwner
Call: ownerTransfer
Assign owner� newOwner
Assign newOwner� blockaddress(0) Endfunction

ALGORITHM 5: Contract owned.

Normal
User Server

re-transmission of
messages

Attacker

seizing of messages

Figure 7: Replay attack.

Your node
Sybil node
Honest node

Figure 8: Sybil attack.
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Table 2 compares security analysis in terms of the impact
of attacks.

In this paper, a framework for decentralized credit
transfer in educational systems is proposed. It follows a
distributed approach with load sharing and thereby reduces
the complexity of using the educational system with security.
But building a secure and optimized blockchain technology
remains a challenge in this paper. In the near future, we will
try to design a secure proposed model with the help of
efficient techniques, such as deep learning models [19, 20],
multiobjective evolutionary optimization [21, 22], hyper-
chaotic maps [23–25], and deep repressor [26, 27].

6. Conclusion

*e work details existing technologies in the educational
system with blockchain and then proposes a framework for
decentralized credit transfer in educational systems. It fol-
lows a distributed approach with load sharing and thereby
reduces the complexity of using the educational system with
security. *e system converts the credits of students into
tokens which can be used for enrolling in different courses at
universities. *e proposed scheme provides security and
scalability of student data in the educational systems. We
developed a decentralized Solidity smart contract for
transferring credits to students through a blockchain wallet.
*e credits are converted into tokens and transferred. Se-
curity is provided using public key encryption and hashing
techniques. *e university and students registered on the
blockchain are provided with a private key. When a student
completes a registered course, the credit is converted into a
token and saved in the blockchain wallet. To ensure the
security of the proposed system, the impact of various at-
tacks on the system has been analyzed and the system was
found to be resistant to those attacks. *e scalability of the
system is tested by load testing by increasing the number of
universities registering on the blockchain platform and
analyzing the maximum response time and minimum re-
sponse time.
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